
CV 
Caroline Caruelle: 
 

has a master’s degree in business, and 25+ years of experience in audio-visual, cinema, and 
media entertainment business. 
Long responsible of the digital transition of Bonded Services and Iron Mountain activities in 
France and in Europe, of Media Asset Management projects. 
Caroline oversaw many projects, such as Canal+ Vivendi, M6 RTL, Lagardère Active broadcast 
video libraries, BMG or Naxos music libraries, INA projects, as well as production companies 
(Tony Comiti Media, Air Production, Bel Air Media…) and private corporations’ audio-visual 
legacy (Dior Parfums, Michelin, Peugeot, SNCF, Essilor…) 
 
M Denis Garcia: 
Associate founder of Archive TV and its affiliates Cité de Mémoire, LTC Patrimoine, The Picture  

Factory, Denis is based in Paris, France. 
Denis is an engineer graduated from SupOptic, with 25+ years of experience in audio-visual,  
cinema, and media entertainment business. 
He founded Capital Vision company in 1990, pioneer in audio-visual and film long term storage 
and  preservation. He was Bonded France General Manager (2007-2014). In charge of many 
projects such as BNF legal deposit study to anticipate for digital migration, M6 library, Canal+ 
library, MAM for Alcatel, Michelin, Essilor.  LTC Patrimoine film collection made of +1 million 
assets was saved grace to its initiative. He run successfully the TerraRush R&amp; D program. 

Ms. Isabelle Barrière (Remotely) 
Founder of Vectracom company, Laurent is based in Paris, France. 
Laurent is an engineer graduated from Télécom Paris, with +40 years of experience in audio-
visual, cinema, and media entertainment business. 
He specialized in entire career in films, audio-visual preservation and migration. 
Successfully involved in massive migration projects such as for RTS, Al Jazeera, BBC, RFO… 
Laurent is knowledgeable for sourcing, refurbishing and maintenance of legacy 
equipment&#39; s such as 2’, 1’… as well as coordination of large-scale international migration 
projects; 

M Alan Hoggarth (Remotely) 
Co-Founder and Managing Director at Disk Archive Corporation Ltd, Alan is based in London, 
UK, and travels the world. 
Specialist supplier of Archive and Library solutions, traditionally for Broadcast and Media 
companies, but increasingly in Biomedical Research facilities, Academic Institutions and 
Regulatory Compliance applications - all of which tend to need enterprise class storage and 
handling for Videoand Images. 
Alan also experienced high responsibility position with KIT digital Ltd, Pharos Communications 
Ltd, Omneon Video, Sony Broadcast &amp; Professional Europe, Abekas Video Systems and 
Grass Valley Group. 


